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Abstract In a typical optimization problem, the main goal is to search for the appropriate values of the variables that provide the optimal solution of the given function. In artificial neural networks (ANN), this translates to the minimization of the error surface during training such that misclassification is minimized during generalization. However, since optimal training performance does not necessarily imply optimal generalization due to the possibility of overfitting or underfitting, we developed SEPA (Structure Evolution and Parameter Adaptation) which addressed these issues by simultaneously evolving ANN structure and weights. Since SEPA primarily relies on the perturbation function to bring variation in its population, this follow-up study aims to find out SEPAs evolvability, optimality, and robustness in other perturbation functions. Our findings indicate that SEPAs optimal generalization performances are stable and robust from the effect of the different perturbation functions. This is due to the feedback loop between its architecture evolution and weight adaptation such that any shortcoming of the former is compensated by the latter, and vice versa. Our results strongly suggest that proper ANN design requires simultaneous adaptation of ANN structure and weights to avoid one-sided or bias convergence to either the weight or architecture space. © 2005 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Evolutionary neural network; Stochastic adaptation; Optimization; Classification; Perturbation function; Evolvability



1. Introduction To address the design problem of the artificial neural networks (ANN), we developed a population-based evolutionary approach called SEPA (Structure Evolution and Parameter Adaptation) which replaces BPs ∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +81 48 462 1111x7605; fax: +81 48 467 7498. E-mail addresses: [email protected] (P.P. Palmes), [email protected] (S. Usui)



(backpropagation) gradient descent heuristic by using a purely stochastic implementation (Palmes and Usui, 2005; Palmes et al., 2003a,b). It is carried out through the use of uniform crossover and Gaussian perturbation to effect mutations which are responsible for the changes in weights, and addition or deletion of nodes in a three-layered feed-forward ANN. Our previous findings (Palmes et al., 2005; Palmes and Usui, 2005) suggested that the simultaneous evolution of network structure, parameters, and weights by Gaussian mutation and uniform crossover coupled with rank selection,
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• Logistic: p(x, a) =



exp(−x/a) a(1 + exp(−x/a))2



(4)



for −∞ < x < ∞ • Uniform: p(x) =



1 max − min



(5)



for min ≤ x < max and 0 otherwise.



Fig. 1. Different perturbation functions in the study.



early stopping, elitism, and direct encoding were effective in searching for the appropriate network structure and weights with good generalization performance. But what will happen if Gaussian mutation is replaced by functions with more or less variability? Will SEPAs evolution and generalization performance improve or degrade significantly? Other than the uniform perturbation, the rest of the functions included in this study have similar bellshaped probability density function (PDF) but they differ in the steepness and the asymptotic behavior in the tails of their distribution. Fig. 1 illustrates these differences by showing the graph of their respective PDF. The graph of the uniform PDF uses min = −10 and max = 10. The rest of the perturbation functions use the scale parameter a = 2. The scale parameter is equivalent to Gaussian’s standard deviation σ and signifies the width of the Laplace function. Eqs. (1)–(5) describe the PDF of Gaussian, Cauchy, Laplace, Logistic, and Uniform, respectively • Gaussian: p(x, a) = √



1 2πa2



exp



!



−x2 2a2



"



(1)



• Cauchy: p(x, a) = • Laplace: p(x, a) =



1 aπ(1 + (x/a)2 ) # $ x $% 1 $ $ exp − $ $ 2a a



(2)



(3)



From the point of view of generating new offspring in the population, the uniform (flat distribution) and Cauchy functions (infinite variance) introduce offspring with the greatest variation from their parents. On the other hand, the Gaussian function may be considered as the most conservative among these five distributions in bringing about changes to the population. The rest of the functions have greater probability of producing offspring farther away from their parents compared to the Gaussian function which may allow them to cope better with the local optima problem. While the majority of the recent approaches to evolutionary neural networks (EvoNN), including SEPA, tend to favor the use of Gaussian function to carry out local adaptation of ANN parameters, there are no studies to investigate the impact of other perturbation functions to EvoNN’s evolution and generalization. Previous researches by Yao et al. (Yao and Liu, 1997; Yao et al., 1997; Schnier and Yao, 2000) indicated that the Cauchy function has a better way of dealing with the local optima problem than with the Gaussian function. All of these evolutionary approaches, however, were carried out to solve function optimization problems where the goal is to find the exact representation of the given data. On the other hand, the goal of evolving ANN is not to learn the exact representation of the training data since it may lead to overfitness. Instead, the ANNs goal is to learn the underlying model responsible for the generation of the training data which is important to attain a good generalization performance. This can be measured by the network’s performance in making generalization or prediction on a novel dataset. Our previous studies have demonstrated SEPAs robustness in making good generalizations for classification tasks included in the study. SEPAs generic model shall allow us to examine the impact of the different perturbation functions in its generalization performance.
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Some of the specific questions we would like to answer include: (1) How sensitive is SEPAs generalization performance (classification error), speed of convergence (average number of generations), and complexity (average connections) to the differences in the variability caused by the different perturbation functions? (2) Which mutation strategy (constant step size parameter and mutation rate, error-feedback in mutation rate, or error feed-back in the step size parameter) produces significantly superior solutions? The first question examines the relationships of the generalization performance with that of the network complexity and speed of convergence. For gradientbased ANN evolution, its performance is significantly affected by the size of the network chosen. For a typical BP evolution where only the weights are adapted and the architecture remains fixed, it is a common knowledge that it is prone to underfitting or overfitting the training data if the size of the network chosen is smaller or bigger than necessary. However, finding the ideal network complexity remains a major problem. Our previous study suggested that the way to address this problem is to simultaneously adapt both the architecture and weights of ANN instead of forcing the network to adjust its weights to the chosen architecture. We infer that simultaneous evolution provides a feedback loop between architecture evolution and weight adaptation. Any shortcoming in the architecture evolution will be compensated by the network’s weight adaptation and vice versa. Contrary to the observation in gradient-based network learning, significant improvement of generalization performance in SEPA was accompanied by a significant increase in complexity and generation cycle. Since SEPA uses early stopping to avoid overfitness, we infer that the differences in the behavior of the distribution induced by the choice of the perturbation function will have no significant bearing on the optimal generalization performance of SEPA. We would like to check in the current study whether these observations and inferences are consistent for other perturbation functions and mutation types. The second question examines which mutation strategy is the most effective for SEPA evolution on the



problems studied. There are several ways to induce variation in the population and the current SEPA implementation relies on three major strategies. The first strategy is the simplest implementation among the three which uses constant mutation rate and step size parameter (ssp). The other two strategies use error-feedback to adjust the mutation rate and the ssp during mutation, respectively. Both work on the principle of inducing more variability during mutation to individuals with inferior fitness to help them escape local minima and less variability to superior individuals to refine their solutions. Computational models such as Evolutionary Programming (EP) and Evolution Strategy (ES), which take advantage of the error-feedback mechanism, were proposed and implemented in the mid-1960s and early 1970s by Fogel et al. (1966) and Rechenberg (1973), respectively. 2. SEPA This section summarizes the major features of SEPA (Palmes et al., 2003a,b, 2005; Palmes and Usui, 2005) that are relevant to the present study. The pseudocode of the SEPA algorithm (Algorithm A.1) and other related algorithms can be found in Appendix A. Fig. 2 shows a typical three-layered feedforward ANN and its corresponding SEPA representation. Algorithm A.1 describes SEPA which evolves a population of ANNs to solve classification problems based on the fitness function Qfit described below: Qfit = αQacc + βQnmse + γQcomp ! " correct Qacc = 100 × 1 − total P



(6) (7)



N



Qnmse =



100 & & (Tij − Oij )2 NP



(8)



Qcomp =



c ctot



(9)



j=1 i=1



where N and P refer to the number of samples and outputs, respectively; Qacc is the percentage error in classification; Qnmse is the percentage of normalized mean-squared error (NMSE); Qcomp is the complexity measure in terms of the ratio between the active connections c and the total number of possible connec-
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Fig. 2. ANN and SEPA.



tions ctot ; α, β, and γ are constants used to control the strength of influence of their respective factors. SEPA uses uniform crossover of weights to exploit the existing weight and structure spaces of the population. On the other hand, SEPAs mutation is used to explore new weights and structures through the perturbation function ρ: δ = ρ(ssp)



(10)



m' = m + ρ(δ)



(11)



w'ij = wij + ρ(m' )



(12)



where ssp is the step size parameter; δ is the mutation strength intensity; ρ is the perturbation type; and m is the adapted strategy parameter. The ssp parameter of rho refers to the scale parameter or width which influences the degree of dispersion or variability of its distribution. The bigger is the size of the scale parameter, the wider is the dispersion of its distribution, and vice versa. Our previous studies indicated that using large ssp helps speed-up SEPAs evolution and minimizes complexity while small ssp has slower evolution but has refined searching ability. Our results suggested that adapting ssp size may improve the global and local searching ability of SEPA. The stopping criterion (Algorithm A.4) uses early stopping to avoid overfitness. This is done by using interval sampling where consecutive overfitness in 100 intervals (10 generations per interval) signifies that overfitness is apparent and it is appropriate to stop training. There are three SEPA variants in the experiment, namely: cSEPA (crossover-based), mSEPA (mutation-



based), and aSEPA (annealed ssp). cSEPA serves as the base model and uses the original SEPA crossover and mutation operation that uses fixed ssp size (Algorithm A.1). The mSEPA variant differs mainly from cSEPA by using the scheduled stochastic mutation rate (Algorithm A.2) and not using crossover operation. On the other hand, aSEPA (Algorithm A.3) differs from cSEPA by using variable ssp size based on the equations described below: " ! Qfiti sspi = U(0, 1) β + (13) Qtot m'i = mi + αρ(0, 1)sspi



(14)



ωi' = ωi + ρ(0, m'i )



(15)



where α = 0.25 and β = 0.5 are arbitrary constants that minimize the occurrence of too large or too weak mutations; U is the uniform random function which makes sure that large ssp does not often happen; ssp is influenced by the network’s fitness performance relative to the overall fitness measure; any bell-shaped ρ function makes sure that the evolution is gradual; and ω refers to any parameter undergoing evolution such as weights and threshold values. This implementation closely resembles the mutation in GNARL (Angeline et al., 1994) except that GNARL uses the best fitness to normalize ssp size instead of considering the total fitness score of the population. Table 1 summarizes the major similarities and differences of the three variants. The cSEPA approach uses fixed mutation rate, fixed ssp size, uniform crossover, and adapted crossover rate (Algorithm A.1). Crossover rate adaptation is carried out by copying
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172 Table 1 SEPA variants and features Features



Mutation policy Mutation rate Crossover type SSP size



SEPA variants cSEPA



mSEPA



aSEPA



Stochastic 0.01 Uniform 100



Scheduled 0.01–0.05 None 100



Stochastic 0.01 Uniform U(0, # 1) % β+



Selection policy Replacement policy Classification encoding No. of input/output Classification method



Rank Elitist (retains two parents) 1-of-m classes of 1/0 output Problem-specific Winner-takes-all



Stopping window size Max no. of windows Max hidden unit Population size Max generation No. of trials Qfit constants



10-generation interval 100 10 100 5000 30 α = 1, β = 0.70, γ = 0.30



Qfiti Qtot



the crossover rate (initialized randomly between 0.01 to 0.5) of the superior parent to the offspring during crossover. Exploration of other solutions is made possible through small random mutations that introduce new structures and weights to the population. Similar to cSEPA, aSEPAs mutation uses a fixed mutation rate of 0.01 while mSEPAs mutation rate dynamically varies between 0.01 and 0.05 during evolution. The use of fixed mutation rate is adopted from genetic algorithm’s (GA) mutation while mSEPAs variable mutation rate and aSEPAs variable ssp size are based from the principles of EP mutation (Fogel et al., 1990, 1966; Fogel, 1995). These approaches have been shown to be effective in evolving ANN structures with optimal generalization performance using Gaussian mutation (Palmes et al., 2005; Palmes and Usui, 2005). Both aSEPA and mSEPA mutations are based on the idea that inferior individuals need drastic changes to improve their solution while fitter individuals must undergo gradual changes to refine their solution. The way mSEPA implements this concept is by making the rate of mutation each individual receives proportional to its fitness rank. Better fitness implies smaller mutation rate, and vice versa. On the other hand, aSEPAs annealed ssp is similar to EPs concept of an annealing temperature (Angeline et al., 1994) that controls the



degree of variability in mutation. Better fitness implies less chaotic perturbation, and vice versa. It is based on the ratio of individual’s fitness to the fitness of the entire population. These two implementations enable individuals with poor fitness to escape from local minima while protecting fitter individuals from overshooting the solution and helping them refine their search process. Algorithms A.2 and A.3 in Appendix A describe how mutations are carried out in mSEPA and aSEPA, respectively. In general, all distributions with bell-shaped PDF are good candidates to satisfy “evolvability” and “strong causality” principles because their distributions are symmetric and majority of their points are concentrated near their average value. Hence, changes in mutation using any of these functions are gradual satisfying the evolvability principle. Also, SEPA uses direct encoding scheme to avoid the occurrence of deceptive mapping and permutation problem which may violate “strong causality”. 3. Experiments and results The influence of the different perturbation functions and mutation strategies to the evolvability, robustness, and optimality of SEPA is the main focus of the succeeding experiments. All three SEPA variants have a corresponding five subvariants which coincide to the five types of perturbation function used. For example, mSEPA-gaussian is a subvariant of mSEPA that uses Gaussian mutation while aSEPA-laplace is a subvariant of aSEPA that uses Laplace mutation. There is a total of 15 subvariants and their performances were evaluated using three real-world classification problems (glass, diabetes, heartc) from the UCI repository (Murphy and Aha, 1994) and the 6-bit-parity problem. There are 214 instances of the glass problem each consisting of nine inputs and six possible outputs. The diabetes problem is composed of 768 instances with eight inputs and two outputs and the heart disease problem has 303 instances with 35 inputs and 2 outputs. These three classification problems are used to evaluate how well each variant can closely fit the underlying statistical model that generated the training data. Proper goodness-of-fit to the underlying model will be indicated by a good generalization or prediction ability when confronted with new inputs. To carry out this



P.P. Palmes, S. Usui / BioSystems 82 (2005) 168–188 569/(1–2) 838/(2–3) 1011/(3) 724/(1–3) 664/(1–3) 379/(1) 462/(1–2) 469/(1–2) 372/(1) 417/(1–2) 416/(1–2) 404/(1) 304/(1) 452/(1–2) 591/(1–3) 116/(1–5) 126/(4–5) 130/(5) 125/(3–5) 122/(2–5) 104/(1–4) 102/(1–3) 103/(1–4) 97/(1) 100/(1–2) 110/(1–5) 100/(1–2) 102/(1–2) 100/(1–2) 108/(1–5) 0.35/(1–2) 0.35/(1–2) 0.33/(1) 0.35/(1–2) 0.39/(2–3)



cSEPA aSEPA cSEPA



0.38/(1–3) 0.38/(1–3) 0.36/(1–3) 0.36/(1–3) 0.38/(1–3) 0.39/(2–3) 0.38/(1–2) 0.36/(1–2) 0.40/(3) 0.35/(1–2) Cauchy Gaussian Laplace Logistic Uniform



aSEPA cSEPA mSEPA mSEPA mSEPA



aSEPA



(b) Complexity, connection: average/(subset) Function



Table 2 shows the result of ANOVA and Tukey test for the performance of the 15 subvariants in the glass classification problem. Table 2(a) indicates that aSEPA-laplace (0.33 error in group 1) has the best generalization performance while mSEPA-logistic (0.40 error in group 3) has the worst generalization performance. Comparing the overall performance of the three major variants indicates that aSEPAs subvariants have the best performance within their category of pertur-



Table 2 SEPA performance in glass problem



3.1. Glass problem



(a) Generalization, error: average/(subset)



(c) Speed, generations: average/(subset)



objective, the data partitioning scheme in the three UCI problems uses 50% training, 25% validation, and 25% for testing based on the datasets of Prechelt (1994). While the first three problems are setup to evaluate the generalization performance of each variant, the 6-bit-parity problem is a typical function optimization problem which is used to evaluate the ability of each variant to escape the presence of many local optima during training. The 6-bit-parity problem is an extension of the 2-bit-parity problem or commonly known as the XOR problem. The task is to classify a sequence of six binary digits to either even or odd parity. If the number of 1’s in the sequence is even, then the correct output is 0 (even parity), otherwise, the correct output is 1 (odd parity). The parity problem is a standard benchmarking problem because it is not linearly separable and adding more bits increases the problem’s difficulty drastically. Since the parity problem requires all of its data to be processed during training, performance evaluation will not include tests for generalization. The analyzes use ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) and Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) Post Hoc test in 30 trials. Considering that there are 15 subvariants, the Tukey test is necessary to group variants whose performances do not significantly vary. Both ANOVA and Tukey use α = 0.05 level of significance in all tests. Each cell in the ANOVA table shows the generalization error and the group interval assigned by the Tukey’s HSD test to the corresponding subvariant. All 15 subvariants were evaluated in terms of their performances in generalization, network complexity, and convergence speed. The order of grouping indicates best to worst generalization performance, small to large network size, or small to large generation cycle depending on the performance measure under consideration.
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412/(1) 456/(1) 346/(1) 484/(1) 395/(1)



aSEPA cSEPA mSEPA



608/(1) 295/(1) 502/(1) 253/(1) 285/(1) 66/(1–3) 66/(1–3) 64/(1–3) 60/(1–2) 77/(3)



aSEPA cSEPA



58/(1) 62/(1–3) 57/(1) 65/(1–3) 55/(1)



mSEPA mSEPA



75/(2–3) 65/(1–3) 67/(1–3) 65/(1–3) 64/(1–3)



(b) Complexity, connection: average/(subset)



(c) Speed, generations: average/(subset)



bation function used. For example, aSEPA-gaussian has the lowest error compared to mSEPA-gaussian and cSEPA-gaussian. The same trend can be seen in all perturbation functions except in the uniform distribution. The performance in complexity [Table 2(b)] indicates an opposite trend with that of the generalization performance. It can be seen that the subvariant with the best generalization performance (aSEPA-laplace) uses the most number of connections (130 connections in group 5) while the subvariant with the worst generalization performance (mSEPA-logistic) belongs to the group with the least number of connections (100 connections in group 1). It can also be noticed that all aSEPA subvariants belong to the group that use more connections than mSEPA and cSEPA subvariants and the differences are significant in the majority of the cases. The opposite trend observed in the previous table can also be gleaned in the last table [Table 2(c)]. For aSEPA-laplace which has the best generalization, a relatively large average generation cycle (1011 generations in group 3) was required and its difference from the rest is highly significant. On the other hand, mSEPA-logistic which has the worst generalization performance, belongs to the group that uses the least generation cycle (group 1). It can also be observed that all aSEPA subvariants needed a relatively large generation cycle compared to the subvariants from the mSEPA and cSEPA.



600/(1) 240/(1) 322/(1) 355/(1) 316/(1)
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(a) Generalization, error: average/(subset)
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0.28/(1) 0.27/(1) 0.27/(1) 0.27/(1) 0.26/(1)



aSEPA cSEPA



0.28/(1) 0.27/(1) 0.28/(1) 0.27/(1) 0.28/(1) 0.28/(1) 0.27/(1) 0.27/(1) 0.28/(1) 0.28/(1) Cauchy Gaussian Laplace Logistic Uniform



Function



Table 3 shows the performance of the 15 subvariants in the diabetes classification problem. The ANOVA for the 15 subvariants indicate that they have no significant difference in their generalization performance (all are in group 1). However, it can be noted that aSEPAuniform has the lowest generalization error although the difference is not significant. Based on the trend in the glass problem, we expect that since there is no significant difference in the generalization performance, there will be no significant difference in the complexity of their architecture and generation cycle. Indeed, Table 3(b) and (c) indicate no significant difference in the majority of the cases. Most of the subvariants except aSEPA-uniform and mSEPA-cauchy belong to group 1 in Table 3(b) while all subvariants belong to group 1 in Table 3(c). The



Table 3 SEPA performance in diabetes problem



3.2. Diabetes problem



P.P. Palmes, S. Usui / BioSystems 82 (2005) 168–188 392/(1–2) 637/(2) 558/(1–2) 444/(1–2) 323/(1–2) 321/(1–2) 428/(1–2) 473/(1–2) 258/(1–2) 414/(1–2) 425/(1–2) 329/(1–2) 250/(1–2) 208/(1) 326/(1–2) 265/(1–3) 313(3) 294/(2–3) 265/(1–3) 276/(1–3) 231/(1–2) 248/(1–3) 247/(1–3) 216/(1–2) 239/(1–3) 265/(1–3) 224/(1–2) 210/(1) 202/(1) 244/(1–3) 0.22/(1–5) 0.20/(1) 0.21/(1–3) 0.21/(1–2) 0.22/(1–4) 0.24/(2–6) 0.23/(2–6) 0.24/(5–6) 0.25/(6) 0.23/(2–6) 0.24/(3–6) 0.24/(4–6) 0.24/(4–6) 0.25/(6) 0.25/(5–6) Cauchy Gaussian Laplace Logistic Uniform



aSEPA cSEPA mSEPA cSEPA



aSEPA



cSEPA



aSEPA mSEPA mSEPA



The last problem in this study evaluates the performance of SEPA subvariants in the 6-Bit Parity problem as shown in Table 5. Unlike in the three previous problems where the main objective is to get good generalization performance, the parity problem’s main focus is the ability of the algorithm to classify even or odd parity using 100% of the dataset. This means that the best performance here does not guarantee best performance in the generalization problem since it does not take into account the possibility of overfitness. It is even possible that the best performing subvariant in the parity problem may perform worse in the three previous problems because too much learning in the training set usually leads to overfitness. The reason why we included this problem in the study is to examine the behavior of the subvariants in their ability to escape local minima during training. The parity problem is a popular benchmarking problem since it is not linearly separable and the increase in the number of bits increases the problem’s difficulty drastically. We would like to emphasize, though, that the objective of



Table 4 SEPA performance in heart problem



3.4. Six-bit parity problem



(b) Complexity, connection: average/(subset)



The performance of the SEPA subvariants for the heart classification problem is shown in Table 4. Consistent to the trend first shown in the glass problem, the best performing subvariant in terms of generalization (aSEPA-gaussian with 0.20 error) has the most number of connections (313 connections) and uses the largest average generation cycle (637 generations). Likewise, mSEPA-logistic which has the worst generalization performance (0.25 error) uses the least number of connections (202 connections) and the least number of generations (208 generations). Similar to the previous observation, aSEPA subvariants have better generalization than their counterparts in mSEPA and cSEPA. For example, aSEPA-cauchy has a better generalization performance than mSEPA-cauchy and cSEPA-cauchy. The same trend holds true for other subvariants.



Function



3.3. Heart problem



(a) Generalization, error: average/(subset)



(c) Speed, generations: average/(subset)



fact that aSEPA-uniform has the lowest generalization error and belongs to the group with the most number of connections still suggests that the trend in complexity in the glass problem still holds true in a subtle way for the diabetes problem.
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1555/(3) 216/(1) 162/(1) 150/(1) 582/(1–2) 1579/(3) 1403/(3) 1221/(2–3) 1330/(3) 1318/(3) 1731/(3) 1717/(3) 1671/(3) 1743/(3) 1509/(3) 230/(3) 95/(1–2) 101/(2) 114/(2) 57/(1) 263/(3–4) 308/(5) 297/(4–5) 286/(4–5) 310/(5) 317/(5) 314/(5) 313/(5) 315/(5) 313/(5)



cSEPA aSEPA



0.19/(2) 0.34/(3) 0.34/(3) 0.34/(3) 0.35/(3) 0.07/(1) 0.03/(1) 0.03/(1) 0.03/(1) 0.02/(1) 0.05/(1) 0.05/(1) 0.06/(1) 0.05/(1) 0.05/(1) Cauchy Gaussian Laplace Logistic Uniform



cSEPA mSEPA



(c) Speed, generations: average/(subset)



mSEPA mSEPA



aSEPA



(b) Complexity, connection: average/(subset) (a) Generalization, error: average/(subset)



To have a better view of the behavior of each subvariant in the different classification problems, Fig. 3 shows the boxplots corresponding to the ANOVA tables presented in the previous subsection. The naming convention in the x-axis of the boxplots represents the first letter of the major variant followed by the number which refers to the type of perturbation used. Hence, the variables a, c, and m refer to aSEPA, cSEPA and mSEPA, respectively while the numbers from 1 to 5 refer to the perturbation function listed in the following order: 1 for Gaussian, 2 for Laplace, 3 for logistic, 4 for uniform, and 5 for Cauchy. For instance, a1 refers to aSEPA-gaussian while m5 refers to mSEPA-cauchy. The boxplots provide a graphical view showing the behavior of the three major variants by studying the trend of their respective subvariants. The boxplots in the glass and heart problems demonstrate the superior generalization of the aSEPA subvariants compared to mSEPA and cSEPA. Similar to the previous observation using the ANOVA table, it can be seen that the boxplots for the generalization performance of all subvariants in the diabetes problem depict no significant difference. Also, the opposite trend from the previous subsection between generalization and complexity or



Table 5 SEPA performance in 6-bit parity problem



3.5. Boxplots



cSEPA



the parity problem is different from the objective of the previous three problems and discussions of their merits should be interpreted carefully. Table 5(a) indicates that the ability of the subvariant to escape local minima is independent of the perturbation function used. For example, all subvariants in mSEPA and cSEPA have no significant difference but all subvariants belonging to aSEPA have inferior solutions than their counterpart in mSEPA and cSEPA. The same trend as observed in the previous problems indicates that the worst performing subvariants, which are all in aSEPA, belong to a group that uses the least connections and shortest number of generations and vice versa. It can also be observed that aSEPA subvariants, which usually belong to the group with the best generalization performance in the three previous problems, are now in a group with the worst training performance in the 6-bit parity problem. Moreover, aSEPA variants use significantly fewer connections and fewer generations as compared to their counterparts in mSEPA and cSEPA.



aSEPA
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generalization and total generations can also be seen in the boxplots of the glass and heart problems. 4. Discussion Based on the analysis of the results of the simulations, the succeeding subsections try to answer the two major questions posted in the introduction.
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4.1. Sensitivity of SEPA to the choice of perturbation function It is apparent in the majority of the cases that SEPAs generalization performance is insensitive to the influence of the different perturbation functions on any mutation strategy [Tables 2(a), 3(a), and 4(a)]. Also, the trend of SEPA evolution is consistent regardless of the type of perturbation and the kind of



Fig. 3. Boxplots of the SEPA variants performance.
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Fig. 3. (Continued ).



mutation strategy used. Variants with the best generalization performance use the most number of connections and generation cycle while those with the worst performances have the least number of connections and generation cycles. This is contrary to the trend in gradient approaches which has the tendency to overfit the training data by using a more complex network. We can surmise that SEPAs simultaneous evolution of structure and weights widen the search coverage allowing it to have optimal generalization performance in spite of using more complex network topology. Moreover, even though the uniform function may have the greatest variability, still all subvariants using it were able to evolve successfully optimal solutions in all classification tasks. Within each major variant, it produces solutions with no significant difference with the other perturbation function. In fact, it even had the best performance (although not significant) in the diabetes problem under the aSEPA variant and 6-bit parity problem under the cSEPA variant. This demonstrates SEPAs robustness to produce optimal solutions regardless of the type of perturbation function used on the problems studied. The more important part that significantly affects SEPAs performance is the kind of mutation strategy for ssp. Since SEPA uses similar techniques with other evolutionary model to induce variation, we expect that the trend in SEPA is also shared by these other stochastic models.



4.2. Effective mutation strategy Mutation strategies utilized in mSEPA and aSEPA are different ways to implement the idea of errorfeedback. The former relies on adjusting mutation rates corresponding to fitness rank while the latter computes ssp size based on the ratio of individual’s fitness to the fitness of the population. Our findings indicate that the latter approach was significantly superior in producing better solutions than the former based on the three classification problems studied. What is surprising, however, is the inferior performance of aSEPA in the 6-bit-parity problem. Both mSEPA and cSEPA perform well in the 6-bit parity problem which suggest that they may have a better way of coping with the local optima on the 6-bit parity problem than aSEPA. This can be attributed to the fixed ssp size which allows mSEPA and cSEPA to maintain global searching ability compared to aSEPA which has the tendency to localize its search due to the decreasing ssp size by error-feedback in the later part of evolution. Hence, the decision of whether to use fixed ssp or variable ssp has certain tradeoffs. Fixed ssp has a better chance to escape local optima while variable ssp has a better ability to refine its solution but may have problems escaping local minima in certain problems. To investigate further the behavior of the SEPA variants in optimization problems, we have chosen four
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commonly used multidimensional test functions in evolutionary computation (Yao and Liu, 1997): f1 (x) =



n &



f2 (x) =



n &



f4 (x) =



n &



f5 (x) =



n &



xi2



(16)



i=1



i=1



i=1



i=1



|xi | +



n ' i=1



|xi |
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( (−xi sin( |xi |))



(18)



[xi2 − 10 cos(2πxi ) + 10]



(19)



Fig. 4 shows the 3D plots of the four test functions. The first two unimodal functions, f1 and f2 , are used to determine which of the strategies or perturbation functions are the most effective for search refinement. The other two multimodal functions are used to determine which approaches have better way to escape local minima. The ideal case is for a variant to have optimal performance in all test cases but the NFL Theorem (Wolpert and Macready, 1997) guarantees that this is not possible. Fig. 5 shows the performance of cSEPA, aSEPA, and mSEPA in the four test functions in 30-dimensions using Gaussian perturbation function in all cases. There are three variants for cSEPA according to the size of ssp used. The figure indicates that cSEPA-ssp1 is the subvariant with the closest performance with aSEPA. Both have better ability to refine their search process but both also suffer from premature convergence in f3 . On the other hand, cSEPA-ssp200 has the best performance in f3 but has the worst performance in the other problems. Indeed, the same strategy that enables an approach to escape local minima in certain problems is the same strategy that is responsible for its poor performance in other problems (Wolpert and Macready, 1997). One possible way to avoid premature convergence in aSEPA will be to use a perturbation function with higher variability such as Cauchy. Fig. 6 shows that Cauchy mutation is the only perturbation function that is able to avoid premature convergence in f3 . However, its performance is worst or second worst in the other three problems. To have a better perspective of the nature of f3 , Fig. 7 shows its two-dimensional plot. What is noteworthy
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about this function is that the minimum point keeps on decreasing as one extends the minimum and maximum ranges along the x-axis. An effective algorithm must be able to keep on finding a better local minimum point as long as it keeps evolving. This is not the case for aSEPA that uses perturbation functions other than Cauchy. At a certain point of evolution, aSEPAs ssp size that incorporates error-feedback computation will converge to a relatively small value which may not be large enough to escape a certain local minimum point. On the other hand, since Cauchy has infinite variance, there is a higher chance for it to generate larger steps to escape local minima. However, this relatively larger step is also responsible for its inferior performance in other function optimization problems considered in the study. aSEPA-cauchy behaves like cSEPA-ssp200 as aSEPA-non-Cauchy as to cSEPAssp1. Although this is a rough comparison, these observations demonstrate the importance of choosing the right distribution or a right ssp size at a certain point in the fitness landscape for a specific mutation strategy. A multistrategy approach that allows switching or adaptation of the appropriate strategy may be used to improve performance of SEPA and other evolutionary models that rely on the EP/ES-based mutation strategy in general. The first alternative to incorporate a multistrategy in SEPA is to start with aSEPA-cauchy at the initial phase of evolution to avoid premature convergence and eventually switch to aSEPA-gaussian or other distribution with less variability than Cauchy at the later part of evolution for search refinement. The second alternative is to use large ssp in cSEPA at the initial stage and anneal ssp based on a certain schedule to refine its search. The third alternative called the parallel strategy model (PSM) (Palmes and Usui, in press) is to maintain distinct subpopulations with their own unique strategy and independently evolve these subpopulations in parallel. For each generation, the best gene among the subpopulations replaces their own best gene. Using this scheme, each subpopulation can exploit the strengths of their respective unique strategy but at the same time can drastically improve the vantage point of their search by knowing the best position found by other subpopulations in the fitness landscape. These techniques can be used in other evolutionary models that use EP/ESbased mutation strategy.
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Fig. 4. 3D plots of function optimization problems.



We implemented the third alternative (Fig. 8) since it is the most straightforward and can easily be extended to support other strategies used in other evolutionary models without significantly changing the main algorithm (Palmes and Usui, in press). Current implementation uses three subpopulations corresponding to three strategies, namely: aSEPA, mSEPA, and cSEPA. To maintain the same overall population size for comparison with the single strategy approaches, each subpopulation size in PSM is one-third of the total population in a single strategy model. In an ideal case where there is complete parallelism, subpopulation size can be set equal to the single strategy population size without affecting the performance in computation. Fig. 9 shows the PSMs performance compared to the single strategy implementations in the four optimization problems. It is able to follow closely the trend



of the appropriate strategy for a particular problem. It usually performed second best to the optimal single strategy model which serves as its lowerbound since it is using only one-third of the population’s winning strategy for a particular problem. What is noteworthy is its consistency in performance in different types of problems. It performed second best but never worst in the other problems. The most appropriate single strategy will eventually have better search refinement since it is using its entire population for the search refinement whereas PSM only uses one-third of the population’s winning strategy. If the subpopulation size is set to the population size of the single strategy approach, PSM becomes a clear winner in all four problems. This observation is also true in other optimization problems we have studied (Palmes and Usui, in press). This simple implementation demonstrates the advan-
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Fig. 5. SEPA variants performance in four function optimization problems.



Fig. 6. aSEPAs performance in four function optimization problems.
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Fig. 7. f3 in 2D.



tage of providing the mechanism so that the appropriate strategy is automatically chosen by stochastic processes based on the constraints of the problem under consideration. We have also done some preliminary tests on the performance of the PSM in the three classification problems we have studied. We noticed that since the aSEPA algorithm already have the optimal performance in all these three problems, there was no significant improvement in the solution using PSM. This is expected since aSEPA dominates the other mutation strategy in the three problems and its performance serves as the lower bound such that incorporating other strategies with it using PSM will not improve the optimal solution it already found. Based on these observations, we can now reconcile the discrepancy between the trend in performance of SEPA variants in the parity and f3 problems with that of the classification problems. In a typical classification problem, aSEPA will be the preferred approach because of its better ability to refine its search process. However, it may also be helpful to check the performance of cSEPA to determine whether the problem under consideration produces similar evolution performance with that of f3 and 6-bit parity problems. So far, we have not encountered classification tasks that cause aSEPA to prematurely converge. Perhaps, this issue can be found only in optimization tasks searching for



minimum point while classification tasks which require the estimation of the underlying model is not affected by this issue. In case there exist problems not appropriate for aSEPA evolution, we believe that they are relatively small compared to the other problems where aSEPA evolution performs well. Moreover, if there is an environment that supports parallelism among subpopulations, then the PSM model can take advantage of the strengths of the different strategies by evolving them at the same time and let the stochastic process promote the best strategy for a particular problem under consideration. In this case, no strategy is wasted and the more strategies are being utilized, the more robust is the entire evolution process to different types of problems. 4.3. Stability and optimality In order to assess the performance of SEPA with the optimal performance of BP, Table 6 shows the classification errors of aSEPA-gaussian during generalization using the maximum of 10 and 40 hidden nodes, respectively. We have chosen aSEPA since it has the best overall performance while Gaussian was used because it is the most commonly-used function. The table also shows the optimal performance of Linear and Pivot BP with their architecture obtained through a systematic but laborious trial and error simulations carried out by
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Table 6 aSEPA-gaussian vs. BP generalization performance Problem



Diabetes Glass Heartc a b



Fig. 8. Parallel strategy model (PSM).



(Prechelt, 1994). This trial and error was done due to the high sensitivity of gradient learning to small changes of its initial state and architecture. On the other hand, we expect that since SEPA uses both global search through



aSEPA-gaussiana



BP Learningb



Ten nodes



Forty nodes



Linear



Pivot



0.27 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.06 0.20 ± 0.02



0.26 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.06 0.21 ± 0.02



0.26 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.02 0.20 ± 0.01



0.25 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.01



t-test: no significant difference at α = 0.05 for 10 and 40 nodes. Prechelt (1994).



population information and local search through local adaptation by mutation, it has a better way to avoid local optima and settles to an optimal solution without being strongly influenced by its initial state and changes in its complexity size limit. Indeed, Table 6 shows that there is no significant difference in the generalization performance of aSEPA between 10 nodes with that of 40 nodes. The table also indicates that aSEPA perform as good as the two optimal BP types in the diabetes and heartc problems but it has at least 10% lower classification errors in the glass problem.



Fig. 9. PSM performance.
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We can infer that a greater limit in the hidden nodes improves the global searching ability of SEPA and improves SEPAs performance as shown in the diabetes and glass problems although the improvement is not significant between 10 and 40 nodes. However, for critical operations and applications, increasing SEPAs population size and the number of hidden nodes can help improve its solution. This is contrary to the trend in BP approach where a bigger limit of the size of hidden nodes usually results to poor ANN generalization performance. This observation reinforces the idea about the overall robustness of SEPA facilitated by its evolution. Thus, evolving neural network architecture and weights using models and mutation strategy similar to SEPA provides an alternative solution to the architecture design problem of ANN. 5. Conclusion In this paper, we have demonstrated that in SEPA on the tested problems: • The type of perturbation function used is less influential than the mutation strategy employed in producing networks with optimal generalization performance. • Among the three mutation strategies, error-feedback in ssp has the most significant impact in its optimal generalization performance. • Its optimal generalization performance is not sensitive to the changes of its complexity size limit. • While there is no single strategy ideal for all optimization problems, multistrategy approach such as the PSM model provides a straightforward and robust way to successfully deal with the various constraints of different problems. In general, SEPAs optimal solutions significantly utilize more complex networks and longer generation cycles. This is due to the wealth of information generated through its simultaneous evolution of networks structure and weights that widens the search coverage. Naturally, more choices require longer evolution process producing more complexity. In contrast to the local search method such as BP which is prone to overfitness when using more complex networks, SEPA capitalizes on these greater choices to search for the most appro-



priate network architecture and weights for optimal generalization performance. Robustness is one of the most fundamental properties of biological organisms due to evolution and adaptation. It enables the organism to maintain its functions against various perturbations. Likewise, we have shown SEPAs robustness from the influence of using different types of perturbation functions during mutation. Our previous study (Palmes et al., 2005) also indicated that while small ssp produces more complex networks and has slower convergence than large ssp, they have no significant difference in their generalization performance. We believe that this robustness is shared among the different evolutionary computation models that use similar principles with that of SEPA. The evolutionary approach using the SEPA model indicates that architecture design can be effectively carried out by relying on a purely stochastic process instead of using gradient-based approach. The major advantage of the former is its general applicability to different types of problem. Since SEPAs evolution does not make any strong assumption about the solution space and its parameters are not static but undergoes adaptation, any change to the solution space or problem type does not require changes to its standard implementation. Simulating the parallel processes of evolution in a single processing machine has some trade-offs. One major trade-off is the speed of computation. Since SEPA is dealing with a population of ANNs, the length of training increases in direct proportion to the size of ANN population. One way to address this problem is to take advantage of the inherent support of parallelism in evolution. Future works will focus in implementing SEPA using parallel, grid, and distributed models and study how multistrategy approaches can be fully utilized in these environments. Acknowledgements We thank the four anonymous reviewers and Dr. David Fogel for the valuable comments and suggestions that significantly improved the technical quality of our paper. We also thank the members of the Neuroinformatics Lab, RIKEN BSI for maintaining a productive environment conducive to research.
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Appendix A. Algorithms Algorithm A.1. SEPA algorithm Sliding window is shown in Supplementary data.
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Algorithm A.2. Scheduled mutation policy in mSEPA



Algorithm A.3. Annealed mutation policy in aSEPA
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Algorithm A.4. Stopping criterion
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